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Sampled-data and discrete-time H 2 optimal control

H.L. Trentelman * A.A. Stoorvogel t

December 2, 1992

Abstract

This paper deals with the sampled-data H 2 optimal control problem. Given a linear
time-invariant continuous-time system, the problem of minimizing the H 2 performance
over all sampled-data controllers with a fixed sampling period can be reduced to a pure
discrete-time H 2 optimal control problem. This discrete-time H 2 problem is always singu
lar. Motivated by this, in this paper we give a treatment of the discrete-time H 2 optimal
control problem in its full generality. The results we obtain are then applied to the singu
lar discrete-time H 2 problem arising from the sampled-data H 2 problem. In particular, we
give conditions for the existence of optimal sampled data controllers. We also show that
the H2 performance of a continuous-time controller can always be recovered asymptotical
ly by choosing the sampling period sufficiently small. Finally, we show that the optimal
sampled-data H2 performance converges to the continuous-time optimal H2 performance
as the sampling period converges to zero.

1 Introduction

Recently, much attention has been paid to H2 and H00 optimal control of linear systems using
sampled-data control (see [6], [7], [12], [2], [4], and [5], [11], [10], [1], [3], [18], [15]). For a
given a continuous-time plant, a sampled-data controller consists of the cascade connection of
an A/D converter, a discrete-time controller, and a D/A converter. The A/D device converts
the continuous-time measured plant output into a discrete-time signal, which is used as an
input for the discrete-time controller. The discrete-time controller generates a discrete-time
output signal, which, in turn, is converted into a continuous-time signal that is used as a
control input for the continuous-time plant.
Apart from a control input and a measurement output, the plant under consideration has
an exogenous input and an output to be controlled. The quality of a controller is given by
the performance of the corresponding closed-loop system. This performance measures the
influence of the exogenous input on the output to be controlled. In the present paper, we will
take as performance measure the H2 performance of the closed loop system.
In contrast to the Hoo performance of a sampled-data control system, which in analogy with
the pure continuous-time context can simply be defined as the norm of the input/output
operator between the exogenous inputs and the outputs to be controlled, it is not clear from
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the outset how one should define the H 2 performance of a sampled-data control system. One
definition was proposed in [6]: the H 2 performance of the closed-loop system is the number
obtained by applying at each input channel a Dirac distribution and by taking the sum of
integral squares of the resulting outputs. Of course, this definition exactly mimics the one
that is common in the pure continuous-time context.
An, in our opinion, more natural definition was given independently in [12] and [2]. In these
references, the crucial observation is that the closed-loop system resulting from a sampled
data controller, albeit time-varying, is in fact a periodic system, with period equal to the
sampling period. It is then argued that, instead of aplying impulsive inputs at time t = 0,
one should in fact apply these inputs at all time instances between 0 and the sampling
period, and take the mean of the integral squares of the resulting outputs. This leads to an
H 2 performance measure that captures the essential features of a sampled-data closed-loop
system more satisfactorily. For a given continuous-time plant, the sampled-data H 2 optimal
control problem is then to minimize the H2 performance of the closed-loop system over all
internally stabilizing sampled data controllers with a fixed sampling period. It is the latter
problem that will be studied in the present paper.
It was shown in [12] and [2] (see also [4]) that the sampled-data H 2 optimal control problem
can be reduced to a pure discrete-time H 2 optimal control problem in the following way.
First one defines an auxiliary time-invariant discrete-time system (involving the parameters
of the original continuous-time plant and the given sampling period). Next, one expresses
the sampled-data H2 performance in terms of the 'normal' H 2 performance of the closed
loop system obtained by interconnecting the auxiliary discrete-time system and the discrete
time controller defining the sampled data controller. Thus, the sampled data H2 optimal
control problem under consideration is completely resolved once the auxiliary discrete-time
H 2 problem is. This procedure makes use of the so-called lifting technique (see [21], [1], [3])
Now, it turns out that the auxiliary discrete-time H2 problem obtained in this way is always a
8ingular problem: the direct feedthrough matrix from the exogenous input to the measurement
output is always equal to O. Apart from this, in the auxiliary discrete-time system the direct
feedthrough matrix from the control input to the output to be controlled is in general not
injective. In [12], this difficulty is partly removed by introducing an additional noise on the
sampled measured output signal and by assuming the corresponding feedthrough matrix to
be surjective.
In the present paper we want to consider the completely general formulation of the sampled
data H2 problem. We will take as a starting point the auxiliary discrete-time H2 problem
derived in [12] and [2]. As noted, this problem is inherently singular. To our best knowledge,
no resolution of the discrete-time singular H 2 optimal is known in the literature. Therefore, a
substantial part of this paper is devoted to a study of the completely general discrete-time H2

problem (no assumptions on the direct feedthrough matrices, no assumptions on the absence
of zeros on the unit circle). We will describe a complete resolution to this problem, including
a characterization of the optimal performance, and necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence of optimal controllers. The expression for the optimal performance is different from
the one that might be expected in analogy with the continuous-time case (see [16]). Due to
the fact that the role of the imaginary axis is taken over by the unit circle, for the discrete
time H2 performance to be finite it is no longer required that the closed loop transfer matrix
is strictly proper. Intuitively, this enlarges the class of admissible controllers and yields a
smaller optimal performance.
We will apply our results on the discrete-time H 2 optimal control problem to the sampled-
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data H 2 problem by simply applying them to the auxiliary discrete-time system derived in [12]
and [2]. Our expression for the optimal sampled-data H 2 performance will be an immediate
consequence of these results. We will however also be interested in conditions guaranteeing
the existence of optimal sampled-data controllers. Our results on the general discrete-time
H 2 problem give such conditions in terms of the auxiliary discrete-time system, but we will
reformulate these conditions in terms of the original continuous-time plant. Preliminary
results in that direction were also found in [12].
Obviously, the sampled-data H 2 optimal performance is a function of the sampling period. An
important question is, what happens ifthe sampling period tends to zero. In particular, we will
answer the following two questions. Firstly, if we control the original continuous-time plant
by a 'normal' continuous-time compensator, is it then possible to recover this performance
asymptotically by using a sampled data controller with sufficiently small sampling period?
This question was also studied for the H00 performance and for the H2 performance a la
Chen and Francis in [6]. A second, related, question that we will answer is; does the optimal
sampled data H 2 performance converge to the optimal continuous-time H 2 performance as
the sampling period decreases to zero?
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we will define the sampled data H 2 opimal
control problem and recall the main results of [12] and [2]. We will also introduce some
notation and recall the notions of left-invertibility and right-invertibility of linear systems,
zeros, and their most important state space interpretations. In section 3 we deal with the
discrete-time H 2 optimal control problem. In this section we will not yet treat the completely
general case, but make some assumptions on the absence of zeros on the unit circle. In section
4, the results of section 3 will be extended to derive a resolution of the general discrete-time
H 2 optimal control problem. Then, in section 5, we return to the sampled-data context,
and apply the results of sections 3 and 4 to the sampled-data H2 optimal control problem.
In particular, we will derive conditions in terms of the original continuous-time plant that
guarantee the existence of optimal controllers for the sampled-data H 2 problem. Finally, in
section 6 we study the afore-mentioned questions regarding the behaviour of the (optimal)
performance as the sampling period tends to zero.

2 Problem formulation

Consider a continuous-time, linear, time-invariant, finite-dimensional plant E. Let E have
inputs d and u, and outputs z and Y, where d is an exogenous input, u is a control input, z is
an output to be controlled, and Y is a measured output. We want to control E by means of
sampled data feedback control. We take a fixed ~ > 0, called the sampling period. From the
measured output Y we obtain a discrete-time signal y = {Yk} defined by Yk ;= (SAY)k, where
St:.. denotes the sampling operator defined by (St:..Y)k ;= y(k~). This discrete-time signal
is taken as input for a discrete-time, linear, time-invariant, finite-dimensional compensator
r dis. The latter compensator generates a discrete-time signal u = {Uk} which, in turn, yields a
(piecewise constant) continuous-time input signal u for the plant by defining u(t) ;= (HAU)(t),
where Ht:.. is the hold operator defined by (Ht:.. u)(t) ;= Uk (t E [k~, (k + 1)~)). This type of
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feedback control is depicted in the following diagram.

d z

U ~ Y

HLi
U

fdis
y

SLi- ----+- ----+- f-

If we control the system ~ by means of a sampled data controller with sampling period A,
then the resulting closed loop system will no longer be time-invariant. In [12] and [2] the
following definition of H 2 performance in the context of sampled data control is proposed.
First, it is observed that the closed loop system resulting from a sampled data controller with
sampling period A is always a time-varying, A-periodic system. Then, for A-periodic systems
the notion of H2 performance is defined as follows. Suppose we have a finite-dimensional,
time-varying, A-periodic system Eper described by

z(t) = it G(t,s)d(s)ds. (2.1)

(2.4)

It is argued in [12] and [2] that a natural way to define the H 2 performance of 2.1 is

lI~perll~ := ~ i
Li

tr 100

G
T

(t, s)G(t, s )dtds. (2.2)

Next, if f is a sampled data controller with sampling period A, the associated performance is
defined as h:,Li(f) := II~ x fll~, the H 2 performance of the (A-periodic) closed loop system
~ x f. The sampled data H2 problem is then to minimize, for a fixed sampling period A,
the performance criterion J'L"Li (r) over all internally stabilizing sampled data controllers f
with sampling period A. It was shown in [12J and [2] that this problem can be reduced to a
discrete-time 'normal' H 2 optimal control problem. To be specific, let the plant ~ be given
by the equations

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Ed(t) ,
yet) = C1x(t) , (2.3)
z(t) = C2x(t) + D 2u(t) ,

with x(t) E JRn , u(t) E JRm , d(t) E JRr , yet) E JRP and z(t) E JRq. It will be a standing
assumption in this paper that (A, B) is stabilizable and that (Cb A) is detectable, both with
respect to C- := {s Eel ~e s < O}. Introduce a finite-dimensional linear time-invariant
discrete-time system ~Li:

Xk+I = ALixk + BLi Uk + ELidk ,
Yk = C1Xk,
Zk = C2,LiXk + D2,LiUk ,

where we define

Ali := eLiA , BLi:= iLi etAdtB,
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where Et!. is any matrix satisfying

Et!.E! = 1t!. etA EETetAT dt,

and where C2,t!. and D2 ,t!. are matrices satisfying

(2.5)

Here we have denoted

(2.7)

(2.8)

Let ~ denote the set of sampling periods for which either (At!., Bt!.) is not stabilizable or
(CI, At!.) is not detectable, both with respect to the open unit disc {z Eel Izi < 1}.
It is well known ([13], [8]) that if (A,B) is stabilizable and (CI,A) is detectable, then every
bounded subset of n+ contains only finitely many elements of~. We will restrict ourselves to
sampling periods that are not in ~. The plant ~ is controlled using sampled data controllers
r:= Ht!.rdisSt!., with rdis given by the equations

Wk+l = KWk + LYk,
Uk =MWk+NYk.

Let us denote by JEA (rdis) the discrete-time H 2 performance of the closed loop system :Et!. x
r dis, i.e., the value Ek tr (GkGI), where {Gk} denotes the pulse response of the closed loop
system. The main result of [12] and [2] is the following:

Theorem 2.1 : Assume that ~ ¢~. Then there exists a sampled data controller r with
sampling period ~ such that the closed loop system :E x r is internally stable. The sampled
data controller r = Ht!.rdisSt!. internally stabilizes:E if and only if the discrete time controller
r dis internally stabilizes :Et!.. Furthermore, for every such controller we have:

We shall use this theorem as a starting point and study in this paper the discrete-time H 2

optimal control problem for the discrete-time system :Et!. given by (2.4). This H 2 problem is
inherently singular, due to the fact that the direct feedthrough matrix from the disturbance
input to the measured output is always equal to zero.
We conclude this section by introducing some notation and recalling some basic concepts. In
this paper, any given continuous-time system x = Ax +Bu, Y = Cx + Du or discrete-time
system Xk+l = AXk +BUk' Yk = CXk +DUk will be denoted simply by (A, B, C, D). It will
be clear from the context which interpretation we have in mind. For any such system, the
system matrix is defined as the first order polynomial matrix

If the underlying system is discrete-time, we will rather use the indeterminate z instead of
s. For a real rational matrix R, its normal rank, normrank R, is defined as the rank of
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R as a matrix with entries in the field of real rational functions. It is well known that
normrank R = maxq rank R(u). A zero of the system (A, B, C, D) is any complex number
,\ with the property that rank P('\) < normrank P. The system (A, B, C, D) is called left
invertible (right-invertible) if its transfer matrix G(s) = C(sI - A)-l B +D is a left-invertible
(right-invertible) rational matrix. Assuming that A E /Rnxn, B E /Rmxn, and C E /Rpxn we
have that (A,B,C,D) is left-invertible (right-invertible) if and only if its system matrix has
normal rank n +m (n +p).
If M E /Rnxn and £, is a subspace of /Rn, then < M I£,> will denote the smallest M
invariant subspace containing £'. The largest M-invariant subspace contained in £, will be
denoted by < £, 1M>. In particular, given (A, B, C, D), the reachable subspace is equal to
< A I im B > and the unobservable subspace is equal to < kerC I A >.
Given the system (A, B, C, D), we define the weakly unobservable subspace V to be the smallest
subspace £, of /Rn with the property that there exists FE /Rmxn such that (A + BF)£, C £,

and (C + DF)£, = 0 (see [14)). In addition, the controllability subspace R of (A,B,C,D) is
defined as follows:

R :=< A +BF IV n B ker D >,

for any F such that (A + BF)V C V and (C + DF)V = 0 (any such F yields the same R). It
was shown in [14] that the system (A, B, C, D) is left-invertible if and only if ker Bnker D = 0
and V n Bker D = o. Note that V n Bker D = 0 if and only if R = O.
Finally, the set of zeros of (A, B, C, D) can be shown to be equal to u(A + BF I VIR), for
any F such that (A +BF)V C V and (C +DF)V = o. Here, A +BF IVIR is the quotient
map of A +BF IV modulo R. (see e.g.[20)).

3 The discrete-time H2 problem: no zeros on the unit circle

In this section we shall consider the discrete-time H 2 problem. Consider the finite-dimensional,
linear, time-invariant, discrete-time system ~dis given by the equations

Xk+l = AXk + BUk + Edk,
Yk = C1Xk +D1dk ,
Zk = C2Xk + D2Uk .

(3.1)

There will be no assumptions on the direct feed through matrices D1 and D2. In the present
section however we will have assumptions on the absence of system zeros on the unit circle
in the complex plane: it will be assumed that (A,B,C2,D2) and (A,E,CbD1) do not have
zeros on the unit circle Izl = 1. In the next section we will drop these assumptions an treat the
completely general case. Of course, it will be a standing assumption that (A, B) is stabilizable
and that (Cb A) is detectable, both with respect to the open unit disc.
We will consider discrete-time controllers rdis given by (2.8). For any internally stabilizing
controller r dis, let JEdi. (rdis) be its H 2 performance. Denote by J* the optimal performance,
Le. the infimum over all interna111y stabilizing controllers r dis.

For a given matrix M, we will denote by M+ its Moore-Penrose inverse. The solution of the
discrete-time H2 optimal control problem centers around the following two algebraic Riccati
equations:
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For any real symmetric matrix P, we shall denote:

(3.4)

(3.5)

Note that, since for any matrix M ~ 0 we have (Mt)+ = (M+)t, we have DtCp = (D~D2+
BTPB)+(D~C2 + B TP A). If, in addition, P is a real symmetric solution of (3.2), then
Cj,Cp = ATPA - P +CiC2. Note also that Dp is symmetric by definition. Finally, since
im (D~C2+BTPA) C im Dp, we have DpCp = D~C2 +BTFA. (Note: it is a property of
the Moore-Penrose inverse that MM+ is the orthogonal projection onto im M.)
The following is a corrected and slightly extended version of a theorem from [14]. A proof
can be given along the lines of the proof of [14, theorem 18].

Theorem 3.1 : Consider the system (A, B, C2, D2) together with the algebraic Riccati equa
tion (3.2). The following two statements are equivalent:

(i) (A,B) is stabilizable and (A,B,C2,D2) has no zeros on the unit circle Izl = 1,

(ii) (3.2) has a real symmetric solution P with the following property: there exists a matrix
FI such that

(3.6)

Furthermore, if P satisfies this condition, it is the unique real symmetric solution of (3.2) for
which this condition holds. In addition, P is positive semi-definite and is in fact the largest
real symmetric solution of (3.2).

Next we consider the dual algebraic Riccati equation (3.3). For any real symmetric matrix
Q, denote

DQ := (DIDf +CIQCnt ,

EQ := (AQCf +EDf)D~.

(3.7)

(3.8)

By dualizing the previous theorem, the corresponding result on the Riccati equation (3.3) can
be found:

Theorem 3.2 : Consider the system (A, E, Ct, Dt} together with the algebraic Riccati equa
tion (3.3). The following two statements are equivalent:

(i) (ClIA) is detectable and (A,E,Ct,D I ) has no zeros on the unit circle Izi = 1,

(ii) (3.3) has a real symmetric solution Q with the following property: there exists a matrix
K 1 such that

(3.9)
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Furthennore, ifQ satisfies this condition, it is the unique real symmetric solution of (3.3) for
which this condition holds. In addition, Q is positive semi-definite and is in fact the largest
real symmetric solution of (3.3).

In the remainder of this section we will always denote by P and Q the largest real symmetric
solution of (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. We will now state the main result of this section:

Theorem 3.3 : Consider the system (3.1). Assume that (A,B) is stabilizable and (CllA)
is detectable. Assume that (A, B, C2 , D2 ) and (A, E, Cll DI ) have no zeros on the unit circle.
Then we have:

(i)

where N* is defined by

N* := _(D~)2(DpCpQCi+B T PEDn(D~)2.

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(ii) There exists an optimal controller, i.e. an internally stabilizing controller fdis such that
Jr;dis (fdis) = J*. One such optimal controller is given by the following 'construction':

(a) Choose a state feedback matrix F such that IO'(A + BF)I < 1 and Cp + DpF = o.
(b) Choose an output injection matrix G such that 100(A+GCdl < 1 and EQ+GDQ =

O.
(c) Define fdis = (K*,L*,M*,N*) by choosing N* given by (3.11), and by choosing

K* := A +BF +GCI - BN·ClI L* := BN* - G, and M* := F - N*C}.

In the remainder of this section we shall prove this theorem. In addition to the system ~dis,

consider the system ~dis,P given by the equations

Xk+l = AXk + BUk + Edk,
Yk = C1Xk +D1dk
Zk = CpXk + DpUk ,

with P the largest real symmetric solution of the algebraic Riccati equation (3.2). The
following basic lemma can be proven by a standard completion-of-the-squares argument:

Lemma 3.4 : For every compensator f dis = (K, L, M, N) we have: f dis internally stabilizes
~dis if and only if f dis internally stabilizes ~dis,P. For any such compensator we have

(3.13)

(3.14)

In addition to ~dis,P we consider the system ~dis,P,Q defined by

Xk+l = AXk + BUk + EQdk ,
Yk = C1Xk + DQdk
Zk = CpXk + DpUk ,

with Q the largest real symmetric solution of the dual algebraic Riccati equation (3.3). It is
dear that the H2 performance of a given wmpensator fdis applied to ~dis is equal to the H2

performance of the dual compensator fls := (KT,MT,LT,NT) applied to the dual system
~ls' By applying lemma 3.4 to the dual system ~ls,p and the dual compensator fls we
thus arrive at the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.5 : For every compensator f dis = (K, L, M, N) we have: f dis internally sta
bilizes Edis if and only if f dis internally stabilizes Edis,P,Q. For any such compensator we
have

J'Edis (fdis) = tr (ETPE) + tr (CpQC],) + 2tr (DrNTBTPE)+

2tr (CpQClNTD~)+ J'Edis,p,q(fdis)'

Now, note that in the above formula the first two terms do not depend on the compensator
f dis' The remaining three terms do depend on the compensator. Also note that in the
closed loop system Edis,P,Q X f dis the direct feedthrough matrix from the disturbance input
to the output to be controlled is equal to DpNDQ. As a consequence, J'Edis,P,Q(fdis) ~

tr ((DpN DQ )(DpNDQ)T), with equality if and only if the transfer matrix Gp,Q,rdis(z) of the
closed loop system Edis,P,Q x f dis is equal to the constant matrix DpNDQ. It thus follows
immediately from theorem 3.5 that:

Lemma 3.6 : For every internally stabilizing compensator f dis = (K, L, M, N) we have:

J'Edi. (fdis) ~ tr (ETPE) + tr (CpQC],) +2tr (DrNTBTPE)+

2tr (CpQClNTD~) + tr ((DpNDQ)(DpNDQ)T),

with equality if and only if Gp,Q,I'dis(Z) = DpNDQ.

This lemma shows that, in order to minimize J'Edi. (fdis) over all internally stabilizing com
pensators, we should do the following:

(i) first minimize the quadratic matrix function

yielding an optimal N*,

(ii) next find a compensator fills' described by the quadruple (K*, L *, M*, N*), which is
internally stabilizing and yields GP,Q,I'd;.CZ) = DpN*DQ, Le., the closed loop system
Edis,P,Q x fills has the constant transfer matrix DpN*DQ.

Indeed, if N* minimizes ~(N) and if GP,Q,I'd;.CZ) = DpN*DQ, then we have

J'Edis(fills) = tr (ETPE) + tr (CpQC],) +~(N*),

while for any internally stabilizing compensator fdis = (K,L,M,N) we have

J'Edis(fdis) ~ tr (ETPE) +tr (CpQC],) +~(N) ~ tr (ETPE) + tr (CpQC~)+~(N*).

This clearly implies that

J* = tr (ETPE) + tr (CpQC],) +~(N*)

and that

J'Edis (fills) = J*.

We will first study the minimization of ~(N).

9



Lemma 3.7 : Let ~(N) be defined by 3.15. Define

R* := D~(DpCpQC[+B T PEDDD~.

Then

N minimizes ~, i. e., ~(N) = ~*, if and only if N is a solution to the linear equation
DpNDQ =- R*. One particular solution of this linear equation is given by N* =- DtR*D~.
We have ~* = -tr «DpN*DQ)(DpN*DQ)T).

Proof: Using the facts that

ker DQ C ker(DpCpQC[ +BTPEDD,

im Dp ::> im (DpCpQC[ +B T P EDD,

it can be shown by straightforward calculation that

~(N) = -tr (R*R*T) + tr «DpNDQ +R*)(DpN DQ + R*?).

The equation DpN DQ = -R* has a solution since ker DQ = ker D'Q = ker D~ C ker R*

and im Dp = im Dj, = im Dp ::> im R*. Clearly, one particular solution is then given by
N* = -D~R*D~. Finally, the expression for ~* can be checked in a straightforward manner.

o

Next we study the question whether, starting with N* above, it is possible to find K*, L*,
M* such that the resulting compensator fdis = (K*, L*, M*, N*) yields a closed loop system
~dis,P,Q x fdis with constant transfer matrix DpN*DQ. We will first prove the following
lemma:

Lemma 3.8 : Assume that (A,B) is stabilizable and that (A,B,C2 ,D2 ) has no zeros on
the unit circle. Let P be the largest real symmetric solution of the algebraic Riccati equation
(3.2). There exists a matrix F such that

(i) lu(A +BF)I < 1,

(ii) Cp + DpF = o.

Proof: Let FI be such that (3.6) holds and define F := -Dj;Cp + (I - Dj;Dp)FI . Then
(i) above is satisfied. To prove (ii), note that im Cp C im Dt = im Dp. Consequently,
-DpD~Cp = -Cp, which proves (ii). 0

We will also need the dual of this lemma, which reads as follows:

Lemma 3.9 : Assume that (C},A) is detectable and that (A,E,C},D I ) has no zeros on the
unit circle. Let Q be the largest real symmetric solution of the dual algebraic Riccati equation
3.3. There exists a matrix G such that

(i) lu(A +GCdl < 1,

(ii) EQ +GDQ = O.
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We now show that by suitable choice of compensator rdis, the transfer matrix of Edis,P,Q x rdis

can be made equal to any constant matrix product MIMz, as long as im Dp C im M I and
ker DQ C ker M z.

Lemma 3.10 : Consider the system (3.1). Assume that (A, B) is stabilizable and (CI , A) is
detectable. Assume that that (A, B, Cz, D z) and (A, E, GI , D I ) have no zeros on the unit circle.
Let P and Q be the largest real symmetric solution of the algebraic Riccati equation (3.2) and
(3.3), respectively. Then for any pair of matrices Ml, M z such that the product MIMz is
defined and such that im Dp C im M I and ker DQ C ker M z there exists an internally
stabilizing compensator rdis such that the transfer matrix of Edis,P,Q x rdis is equal to the
constant MIMz.
Specifically, for given M I and M z let F2 be a solution of M I = DpFz and Gz be a solution of
M z = -GzDQ, take F such that the conditions in lemma 3.8 are satisfied, and take G such
that the conditions of lemma 3.9 are satisfied. Then the compensator rdis := (K, L, M, N)
with K := A+BF+GG1+BFzGzGt, L := -BFzGz-G, M := F+FzGZC1, and N := -FzGz
satisfies the requirements.

Proof: The equations of the compensator are given by (2.8). Using the specifications
of K, L, M, and N given above, we find that the error ek := Wk - Xk satisfies ek+I =
(A + GCt}ek. Thus, if Wo = 0 and Xo = 0, we have Xk = Wk for all k. In particular, this
implies that Uk = FXk + FzMzWk. The output of the closed loop system is then equal to
Zk = CpXk + DpUk = M1MzWk. This implies that the closed loop transfer matrix is equal
to the constant matrix M1Mz. Finally, the spectrum of the closed loop system matrix A e

is easily shown to be equal to O'(A + BF) U O'(A + GGI ). This implies that the closed loop
system is internally stable. 0

Clearly, if in this lemma we take M 1 = Dp and M z = N* DQ, we arrive at an internally
stabilizing compensator rdis such that the closed loop transfer matrix is equal to the constant
matrix DpN*DQ. In the formulas for the compensator as given in the lemma, we should then
take Fz = I and Gz = -N*. The result of theorem 3.3 follows immediately by combining the
above lemmas.

Remark 3.11 : For later use we note that lemma 3.8 also provide a resolution of the discrete
time linear quadratic problem for the case that (A, B, Cz, D z) has no zeros on the unit circle
(see also [14]). Given Xk+I = AXk + BUk, the problem is to minimize the cost-functional
J(xo,u):= Ek II(CZXk +D2ukllz over all inputs U = {Uk} such that Xk -+ O. It was pointed
out in [14] that for each such input U we have the completion-of-the-squares formula J(xo, u) =
x'JPxo + Jp(xo, u), with Jp(xo, u) := Ek IIGpxk +Dpukll2. Thus, if we take F satisfying (i)
and (ii) oflemma 3.8 then the input Uk =FXk leads to the optimal cost J*(xo) = x'JPxo. Note
that we could also formulate the linear quadratic problem as a minimization over all internally
stabilizing feedback laws: minimize the cost-functional J(xo, F) := Ek II(Cp+DpF)xkIl Zover
all FE JRmxn such that IO'(A +BF)/ < 1. By the above argument, any F satisfying (i) and
(ii) of lemma 3.8 is then optimal and the optimal cost is again given by x'JPxo.

Remark 3.12 : An interesting question is under what conditions the Moore-Penrose inverse
(DI D z+BT P B)+ reduces to the inverse (DI D z+B TP B)-I, equivalently, under what condi
tions DI D z+BT P B is positive definite. Using the ideas from [14] it can be shown that if Pis
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(4.1)

a positive semi-definite solution of the algebraic Riccati equation 3.2, then DiD 2 +BT P B > 0
if and only if (A, B, C2, D2) is a left-invertible system. Of course, dually, if Q is a positive
semi-definite solution of the algebraic Riccati equation 3.3, then DIDi +CIQC'.[ > 0 if and
only if the system (A, E, CI, D2) is right-invertible.

4 The discrete-time H 2 problem: the general case

In this section we will extend the results of the previous section and treat the discrete-time
H 2 problem in its full generality. This means that we will drop the assumption on the absence
of zeros on the unit circle that was made in the previous section. We will first prove that
also without the assumption that (A,B,C2,D2) has no zeros on the unit circle, the Riccati
equation (3.2) has a largest real symmetric solution. We will prove that this solution can
be obtained as the limit of solutions of algebraic Riccati equations associated with suitable
perturbations of the system (A, B, C2 , D2 ).

Theorem 4.1 : If (A, B) is stabilizable then the Riccati equation (3.2) has a largest real
symmetric solution, say P. P is positive semi-definite. We have P = lim~!o P~, where for
£ > 0 P~ is the largest real symmetric solution of the algebmic Riccati equation

ATP~A - Pc +C'fC2+£21

_(ATP~B+Ci'D2)(D'iD2+B T P~B)+(BTP~A +D'iC2) = o.

Remark 4.2 : Note that (4.1) is the Riccati equation associated with the perturbed system

(A, B, (~:), (~2). (Here, I denotes the n X n identity matrix, and 0 denotes the n X m

zero matrix). For £ > 0, the perturbed system has no zeros. Consequently, the existence of
Pc follows from theorem 3.1.

The idea of the proof of theorem 4.1 is to show first that the P~ indeed converge to some
matrix P and next to show that P satisfies (3.2). The difficulty is that in the general case we
are considering, the term DiD 2 +BT P B need not be invertible, so that we cannot conclude
that (Dj D 2 +B TPcB)+ converges to (Di D2+B T P B)+. We will show however that we can
get around this difficulty by considering the so-called linear matrix inequality. OUf proof is
split up in three lemmas. In the following, let J(xo, u) be the cost-functional of the linear
quadratic problem, and let J*(xo) be the optimal cost (see remark 3.11).

Lemma 4.3 : Let Pc be the largest real symmetric solution of (4.1). There exists a real
positive semi-definite matrix P such that Pc 1 p (c 1 0). For all Xo E JRn we have J*(xo) =
xJPxo.

Proof: Let Jc(xo, u) := ~k IICpxk +Dpukll2 + c211xkl12 and let J;(xo) be the infimum of
Jc(xo, u) over all u such that Xk ~ O. According to remark 3.11 we have J;(xo) = xJPcxo.
From this interpretation it follows that P~ is monotonically non-increasing as c 1 o. Being
bounded from below by 0, this yields the existence of a limit P. Obviously, for all c > 0 we
have J*(xo) ~ J;(xo) = xJPcxo, so J*(xo) :$ x'JPxo. Conversely, for all E: > 0 and for all u
we have Jc(Xo, u) ~ xJPcxo. Taking the limit on both sides this yields J(Xo, u) ~ x6Pxo for
all u. Taking the infimum over u then yields the converse inequality. 0

12



(4.2)

Lemma 4.4 : P is the largest real symmetric solution of the linear matrix inequality

M(P)'= ( ATPA - P +CiC2 CiD2+AT PB .11)' > 0
. DIC2+BTPA DID2+BTPB -'

Proof: Denote the lefthand-side of (4.1) by RE(PE)' Also consider the linear matrix inequal
ity associated with the perturbed system:

M(P.)'= (ATPEA-PE+CiC2+c2[ CiD2+ATPEB) >0
E E . D~C2 +BT PEA D~D2+BT PEB -'

We have ME(PE) ;::: 0 if and only if RE(PE) ;::: O. This follows from the fact that the latter
is equal to the Schur complement of DID2 + BT PEB in ME(PE). The Schur complement
is defined here with matrix inverse replaced by Moore-Penrose inverse. This can be done
because of the fact that

ker(DjD2+ BTPEB) C ker(CiD2+ AT PEB).

Since RE(PE) = 0, we indeed have ME(PE) ;::: O. Taking the limit c ! 0 then yields M(P) ;::: O.
To show that P is the largest real symmetric solution, let PI be any real symmetric solution
of the linear matrix inequality. Using a standard completion-of-the-squares argument then
yields J(xo, u) ;::: x'gPIXo for any Xo and any u such that Xk ---+ O. Taking the infimum over
all such u then yields x'JPxo = J*(xo) ;::: x'gPIXo. 0

We will now show that P in fact satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation (3.2). Denote

R(P) := ATPA - P +CiC2 - (Ci D2+ATPB)(DjD2+BTPB)+(DjC2+BTP)

Again, by the fact that ker(DID2+ BTPB) C ker(CiD2 + ATPB), R(P) is equal to the
Schur complement of DjD2+BT PB in M(P). In particular this implies that

rank M(P) =rank (D~D2+ BT PB) + rank R(P).

In order to prove that R(P) = 0 we should therefore prove that P has the property expressed
in the following lemma:

Lemma 4.5 : rank M(P) = rank (DID2 +BT PB)

Proof: Let C and D be matrices such that

Again using a standard completion-of-the-squares argument, for any initial state Xo and for
any input sequence u such that Xk ---+ 0 we have:

J(xo, u) = x'gPxo +L II Cxk +DUkl12 ;::: x'gxo + IICPxo +Duoll2
k

From lemma 4.3 we have that J*(xo) = x'fJPxo. In particular this implies that the infimum of
IICxo +Duol12 over all Uo E JRm is equal to O. Consequently, for all Xo there exists Uo E JRm
such that Cxo +Duo = O. This implies im C C im D so

rank M(P) = rank (C D) = rank D = rank (D~D2 +BTPB).
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(4.3)

o
~

Clearly, the proof of theorem 4.1 follows by combining these three lemmas. The fact that P
is the largest real symmetric solution of the algebraic Riccati equation follows by noting that
any real symmetric solution is also a solution of the linear matrix inequality and by applying
lemma 4.4.

Remark 4.6 : For later use, note that by combining the above results with remark 3.11
we obtain that also for the general case the optimal cost J*(xo) of the discrete-time linear
quadratic problem associated with the system (A, B, C2, D2) is given by J*(xo) = xJPxo,
with P the largest real symmetric solution of the Riccati equation 3.2.

We will also need the dual result of theorem 4.1, which is stated below:

Theorem 4.7 : If (C}, A) is detectable then the Riccati equation (3.3) has a largest real
symmetric solution, say Q. Q is positive semi-definite. We have Q = lime!o Qe, where for
£ > 0 Qe is the largest real symmetric solution of the algebraic Riccati equation

AQeAT - Qe + EET+£21

-(AQeC{ + ED'[)(D1Di +CIQeCl)+(CIQeAT +DIET) = O.

We are now in a position to state the main results of this section. It turns out that also for the
discrete-time H2 problem in its full generality, so without any assumptions on the zeros, the
optimal performance J* is given by (3.10), with P and Q the largest real symmetric solutions
of the respective Riccati equations. However, in general no optimal controller will exist.
We will however derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal
controller. Our first main result deals with the optimal performance.

Theorem 4.8 : Consider the system (3.1). Assume that (A,B) is stabilizable and (C},A)
is detectable. Then the optimal performance J* is given by (3.10), where P and Q are the
largest real symmetric solutions of 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

Xk+l = AXk +
Yk = C1Xk

= (~;)Xk +

Proof: In addition to the system (3.1), consider its perturbation ~ilis:

BUk + (E £I)Vk,
+ (D1 O)Vk'

(~2) uk.

(4.4)

Let JI:~is(rdis) denote the H2 performance and let J; denote the optimal H2 performance.

Since, for £ > 0, neither (A,B, (~n, (~2) nor (A,(E El),Ch(D1 0» have zeros, we can

apply theorem 3.3 to obtain

J; = tr «EET+£2I)Pe) +tr (AT PeA - Pe +Ci'C2+£2I)Qe)

-tr «Dp.N:DQ.)(Dp.N;DQ.)T),

where Pe and Qe are the largest real symmetric solutions of 4.1 and 4.3, respectively, and
where Dp., N; and DQ. are defined by (3.4), (3.11) and (3.7), with P and Q replaced by Pe

and Qe' From lemma 3.7, recall that

-tr «Dp.N;DQ.)(Dp.N;DQ.)T) = ~e(N:) = min ~e(N),
N
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with

(>t:(N) := 2tr ( (~1)TNTBTPt:(E d» + 2tr (CP.Qt:C'[ NTDp.)

+tr «Dp.NDQ.)(Dp.NDQ.)T)

= 2tr (DrNT BTPeE) +2tr (Qt:C'[NT(D~C2 + BTPt:A»

+tr «Dp.NDQ.)(Dp.NDQ.)T).

Since Pe -t P and Qe -t Q, we see that for every N we have (>e(N) -t (>(N) (e 10), where
~(N) is defined by (3.15). Since of course for all c > 0 we have J* ~ J; we see that for all
e > 0, for all N we have

Now, letting e lOon the left in this inequality, we find that for all N

J* ~ tr (EETP) + tr «ATPA - P + Ci'C2)Q) + ~(N)

Finally, taking the minimum over all N, this yields

J* ~ tr (EETP) + tr (CJ,CpQ) - tr «DpN*DQ)(DpN*DQ)T).

To prove the converse inequality note that by using the fact that P and Q satisfy (3.2) and
(3.3) we can apply a repeated completion-of-the-squares argument as in section 3 to obtain
that for any internally stabilizing compensator r dis we have

Taking the infimum over all such r dis yields the desired inequality.

(4.5)

o

Next we will study the question under what conditions there exists an optimal controller.
Again, let P and Q be the largest real symmetric solutions of the respective Riccati equations.
Define a system Edis,P,Q by (3.14). Again, for any internally stabilizing compensator r dis =
(K, L, M, N) we have the inequality (4.5). As noted in section 3, we have equality if N = N*
and r dis has the property that the closed loop system Edis,P,Q x r dis has the constant transfer
matrix DpN*DQ. Of course, the latter statement only gives a sufficient condition for a
compensator to be optimal. In the following theorem we will give necessary and sufficient
conditions for optimality. Let R* be as defined in lemma 3.7.

Theorem 4.9 : A controller r dis is optimal if and only if Edis,P,Q x r dis is internally stable
and has constant transfer matrix R*.

Proof: Ifrdis = (K,L,M,N)is optimal then we have

JI;di.(rdis) = tr (ETPE) + tr (CJ,QCp) + ~*.

By lemma 3.6 we also have

This clearly yields (>(N) = ~*, i.e. N minimizes the function (>. Again by lemma 3.6 this
implies that Edis,P,Q x r dis has the constant transfer matrix DpNDQ. However, since N
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minimizes ~, by lemma 3.7 we have DpNDQ =
immediate consequence of lemma 3.6.

- R* . The converse statement is also an
o

Our aim is to reformulate these conditions in terms of the original system I:dis. For any given
matrix N E lRmxp , consider the system I:~s,P,Q that is obtained by applying to I:dis,P,Q the
static output feedback u = Ny +v. This system I:~s,P,Q is described by

(A +BNC1)Xk + BVk + (BN DQ +EQ)dk'
CIXk + DQdk

= (Cp + DpNC1)Xk + DpVk ,
(4.6)

Also, for a given compensator r dis = (K, L, M, N),let rls := (K, L, M, 0) be the compensator
with direct feedthrough matrix N replaced by O. It is clear that the closed loop system
I:dis,P,Q x rdis has constant transfer matrix DpNDQ if and only if I:~s,P,Q x rls has transfer
matrix equal to o. Consequently, an internally stabilizing compensator r dis = (K, L, M, N) is
optimal if and only if DpNDQ = - R* and I:~s,P,Qxr~s has transfer matrix O. In other words,
in order to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal controller, we
should study the problem of disturbance decoupling with internal stability. This problem has
been studied extensively in [17]. One of the main results of [17] gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for the existence of an internally stabilizing strictly proper compensator r~s for
the system I:dis given by 3.1. We will briefly recall this result here. Given I:dis, let Vg denote
the largest subspace of IRn for which there exists F E IRmxn such that (A +BF)Vg C Vg,
lu(A+BF I Vg)1 < 1 and (C2+D2F)Vg = O. Dually, let Sg be the smallest subspace of IRn for
which there exists a matrix G E IRnxp such that (A+GC1)Sg C Sg, lu(A+GC1 I IRn /Sg)1 < 1
and im (E +GDt) C Sg. It was shown in [17, theorem 2.4] that there exists an internally
stabilizing compensator r~s = (K, L, M, 0) such that I:dis x r~s has transfer matrix 0, if and
only if the following conditions hold: (i) (A, B) is stabilizable and (Cl, A) is detectable, (ii)
the following four subspace inclusions hold: im E C Vg, Sg C kerC2, Sg C Vg, and ASg C Vg.
Here, we want to apply this result to the system I:~s,P,Q' with N any solution of DpNDQ =
- R* . In the following, we will omit some of the details. Using the fact that im (Cp +
DpNC1) C im Dp, it can be shown that the subspace Vg associated with I:~s,P,Q is given by

Vg = Xg(A - BDpCp)+ < A - BDpCp I Bker Dp >, (4.7)

where for a given matrix M, Xg (M) is the sum of the generalized eigenspaces of M associated
with its eigenvalues in Izl < 1, and where < M I£-> is the smallest M-invariant subspace
contained in £-. It can also be shown, using the fact that ker DQ C ker(BN DQ +EQ), that

Sg = Xb(A - EQD~Cl)n < C11im DQ IA - EQD~Cl >, (4.8)

where Xb(M) is the sum of the generalized eigenspaces of M associated with its eigenvalues
in Izi ~ 1 and where < £- 1M> is the largest M-invariant subspace containing £-. Using the
fact that, from (4.7), BkerDp C Vg, it can be shown that im (BNDQ + EQ) C Vg if and
only if

im (EQ - BDpR*) C Vg. (4.9)

Using the fact that, by (4.8), Sg C C11im DQ, it can be shown that Sg C ker(Cp +DpNC1)
if and only if

Sg C ker(Cp - R*D~Cl). (4.10)
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Finally, it can be shown that (A +BNC1)Sg C Vg if and only if

(A - BD~R*D~Cl)S9 C Vg • (4.11)

(5.1)

Collecting the above facts, we then obtain the following necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of an optimal controller for the discrete-time H 2 optimal control problem
associated with the system ~dis:

Theorem 4.10 : Consider the system (3.1). Assume that (A, B) is stabilizable and (Cl, A) is
detectable. Let P and Q be the largest real symmetric solution of (3.2) and (3.3), respectively.
Let Vg and Sg be given by (4.7) and (4.8). Then we have: there exists an optimal controller,
i.e. an internally stabilizing controller fills = (K*, L*, M*, N*) such that JEdi• (fills) = J*, if
and only if the four subspace inclusions Sg C Vg, (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11) are satisfied.

5 The sampled data H 2 problem

We now return to the sampled data H2 problem. Consider the continuous-time system ~

given by (2.3), and let ~ ¢ ~ be a given sampling period. Let the discrete-time system ~a

be given by (2.4). According to theorem 2.1, the optimal sampled data H 2 performance J~,a

is equal to

J* =-!.la l a
-

s

tr (C etAEETetATCT
) dtds + -!.r

E,a ~ 0 0 1 1 ~ E.c.'

where J~.c. is the optimal discrete-time H 2 performance associated with ~a. According to
theorem 4.8, the optimal performance J~.c. can be found in terms of two algebraic Riccati
equations associated with ~a. According to theorem 4.10, an optimal compensator f dis,a
exists if and only if four subspace inclusions involving subspaces associated with the sys
tem ~a are satisfied. According to theorem 3.3, if the systems (Aa, Ba, C2,a, D2,a) and
(Aa,Ea,C1,0) have no zeros on the unit circle, then an optimal compensator fdis,a exists
and can be calculated using the 'construction' in the statement of theorem 3.3. The sampled
data controller f := Hafdis,aSa is then optimal for the sampled data H2 problem under
consideration.
In this section we study the following question: what are conditions in terms of the original
system ~ that guarantee that there exists an optimal compensator for the sampled data
H2 problem? Instead of being completely general, we will study the following question:
what are necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the original system ~ such that
(Aa, Ba, C2,a, D2,a) and (Aa, Ea, C}, 0) have no zeros on the unit circle? In the following,
let 'R be the controllability subspace of the system (A, B, C2 , D 2 ) (see section 2). The main
results of this section are the following:

Theorem 5.1 : Consider the system ~. Let ~ > 0.

(i) Let A be a zero of (Aa, Ba, C2,a, D2,a), A i:- 0. Then there exists a unobservable
eigenvalue J.L of (C2, A) such that A = eJ1.a.

(ii) If (A, B, C2, D2) is left-invertible then also the converse of (i) holds: if J.L is an unob
servable eigenvalue of (C2,A), then eJ1.a is a zero of(Aa,Ba,C2,a,D2,a).
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(iii) 1 is a zero of (A fl ,Bfl,C2,fl,D2,fl) if and only if at least one of the following two
conditions hold:

(a) 0 is a zero of(A,B,C2,D2),

(b) n ~< kerC21 A> . (5.2)

(iv) If(A,B, C2, D2) is left-invertible then 1 is a zero of(Afl,Bfl,C2,fl,D2,fl) if and only if
o is a zero of (A, B, C2, D2).

Corollary 5.2 : Consider the system E. Let ~ > O.

(i) If (C2, A) has no unobservable eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, 0 is not a zero of
(A,B,C2,D2), and n c< kerC2 1A >, then (Afl,Bfl,C2,fl,D2,fl) has no zeros on the
unit circle.

(ii) If (A,B,C2,D2) is left-invertible then (Afl, Bfl,C2,fl, D2,fl) has no zeros on the unit
circle if and only if (C2, A) has no unobservable eigenvalues on the imaginary axis and
o is not a zero of (A, B, C2, D2).

Theorem 5.3 : Consider the system E. Let ~ > o.
(i) Let oX be a zero of (Afl, Efl, CI , 0). Then there exists an uncontrollable eigenvalue JL of

(A, E) such that oX = ellfl .

(ii) If (A, E, C}, 0) is right-invertible then also the converse of (i) holds. i.e., if JL is an
uncontrollable eigenvalue of (A, E) then ellfl is a zero of (Afl, Efl, Cll 0).

Corollary 5.4 : Consider the system E. Let ~ > o. If (A, E) has no uncontrollable eigen
values on the imaginary axis, then (Afl, Efl, CI , 0) has no zeros on the unit circle. If, in
addition, (A, E, CI , 0) is right-invertible then also the converse holds: (Afl, Efl, Cb 0) has
no zeros on the unit circle if and only if (A, E) has no uncontrollable eigenvalues on the
imaginary axis.

Note that the conditions on E obtained in these theorems are independent of the sampling
period. In the remainder of this section we shall prove these results.
In order to study the zeros of (A, B, C2, D2) and (Afl, Bfl, C2,fl, D2,fl), consider the system
matrices of these systems. Let

(
zI - Afl -Bfl) ( sI - A -B)

Pfl(Z) := CD' P(s):= CD'2,fl 2,fl 2 2

Recall that A is a zero of (A.:1' Bfl,C2,fl, D2,.:1) if and only if the rank of the complex matrix
Pfl(oX) is less than the normal rank of Pfl (see section 2). In order to find out in which points
A this happens, we will study for oX E C the subspace

V" := ker Pfl(oX) C cn+m
•

Clearly, for all oX we have dim V" = n + m - rank Pfl('x). Consequently, for all but finitely
many>. we have dim V" = d, where

d:= n +m - normrank Pfl
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Hence, A is a zero of (A,6., B,6., C2,,6., D2.,6.) if and only if dim V>. > d. In the following lemma
we will calculate for each A the subspace VA' its dimension dim VA' and the number d. Denote
the unobservable subspace < ker C2 IA > by N. Define a subspace W as follows:

Lemma 5.5 : For every A E C, A :j:. 1 we have

VA = (N x W) n ( AI - AA B,6.),

dim VA = dimN +dim W - dim«AI - A,6.)N +BAW).

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

For all but finitely many A we have dim VA = d = dim W, equivalently, normrank PA =
n +m - dim W. In addition we have

Proof: We wi! first prove (5.4). We know (~~) E V,\ if and only if

A,6.xo + BA Uo = AXo

C2.,6.Xo+D2.,6.Uo 0

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

Consider the differential equation x(t) = Ax(t) +Buo, x(O) = Xo, and define z(t) := C2x(t) +
Duo. Clearly, x(~) = A,6.xo + B,6.uo so (5.7) is equivalent to x(~) = AXo. In turn, this is
equivalent to

(A - l)xo =lA eAt(Axo +Buo)dt.

Using the definition (2.6) ofC2.,6. and D2,,6., we see that (5.8)is equivalent to (C2 D2)e:!t (:~) =

ofor all t E [O,~] which, in turn, is equivalent to z(t) = 0 for all t E [0, ~]. Obviously,

z(t) = C2eAtxo + [C21t eAsBds +D2] UO.

Since z(t) = 0 for all t E [O,~] is satisfied if and only if z(O) = 0 and i(t) = 0 for all t E [0, ~],
we find that (5.8) is equivalent to

C2Xo + D2Uo = 0 and C2eAt(Axo +Buo) =0, t E [0, ~].

In other words (5.8) is satisfied if and only if

C2Xo +D2UO = 0 and A:co +Buo E N

Now assume that A :j:. 1. Then (5.9) and (5.10) imply that :Co ENe kerC2 so Uo E ker D2.
Also it follows that Axo EN so Buo EN, so in fact Uo E W. We conclude that, for A i= 1,
VA c (N x W) n ( AI - A,6. BA). To prove the converse inclusion, note that Uo E W
implies that D2Uo =0 and Buo E N. If, in addition, :Co E N then we have C2Xo +D2Uo = 0
and Axo +Buo E N. By the above this is equivalent to (5.8). This completes the proof of
(5.4).
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To prove (5.5), note that, in general, if! is a subspace of some finite-dimensional linear space
X and if T is a linear map acting on X, then we have dime! n kerT) = dim! - dimT!.
Applying this to the situation at hand, we find that for any A =f 1 we have

dim V,\ = dim(N x W) - dim(AI - A~ B~)(N x W),

which immediately yields (5.5).
Next, we will prove the statement on the dimension of V,\. First note that, since N is A
invariant, it is also eAt-invariant, for any t. In particular, this implies that N is A~-invariant
and invariant under Jo~ eAtdt. Now, assume that A¢ IT(A~). Then we have (AI-A~)N= N.
Also, since BW eN, we have B~W eN. This implies that (AI - A~)N +B~W = N. If,
in addition, we assume that A=f 1, then (5.5) yields dim V,\ = dim W.
Finally, to prove (5.6), recall that (5.7) is equivalent to (5.9). Note that for all A > 0,
Jo~ eAtdt is a non-singular matrix (this can be shown using the Jordan form of A). Thus, for
the case that A = 1 (5.9) is equivalent to AXQ +Buo = O. Together with the fact that (5.8)
is equivalent to (5.10), this proves (5.6). 0

By applying this lemma, we are now able to prove the statements (i) and (ii) in theorem 5.1:

Proof of theorem 5.1, (i) and (ii): (i) Assume that A =f lis a zero of (A~, B~, C2,~, D2,~).

Then we must have dim V,\ > dim W. Using (5.5) this implies

dimN> dim«AI - A~)N+B~W). (5.11)

As noted in the proof of lemma 5.5, N is A~-invariant and B~W C N. Consequently,

(AI - A~)N+B~W eN.

Together with the inequality (5.11), this implies that (AI - A~)N is a strict subspace of N.
This implies that the map (AI-A~) restricted toN is singular. Thus, ker(AI-A~)nN =f O.
Clearly, this intersection is A-invariant, so the restriction of A to this intersection has an
eigenvalue, say JL, with corresponding eigenvector p. This eigenvector satisfies A~p = Ap.
Also, since Ap = JLP, we have A~p = elLp, so A = elL. Finally, pEN C ker C2, so JL is an
unobservable eigenvalue of (C2 , A).
(ii) We claim that if (A, B, C2 , D2 ) is left-invertible, then dim W = O. Indeed,left-invertibility
is equivalent to the conditions (;;J is injective and V n B ker D2 = 0, where V denotes the

weakly unobservable subspace associated with (A, B, C2, D 2) (see section 2). Assume that
Uo E W. then we have D2Uo = 0 and Buo E N. Since N C V this yields Buo = O.
Combining this with D2Uo = 0 then leads to Uo = O. This proves our claim. Now, let JL be a
unobservable eigenvalue of (C2, A). There exists Xo =f 0 such that Axo = JLXo and C2Xo = O.
This yields A~xo = AXo, with A := elL~. From the definition of C2.~ it is also easily seen that

C2.~XO = O. Consequently, (x~) E V,\, so dim V,\ > 0 = dim W. This implies that Ais a zero

of (A~, B~, C2.~, D2.~)' 0

In order to prove statements (iii) and (iv) in theorem 5.1, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.6 : Let A > O. Then we have

normrank P~ ~ normrank P,

with equality if and only if'R, C N.
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Proof: For each A¢ O'(A) define a subspace L>. by

L>. := { (:~) IUo E W, Xo = (AI - A)-lBuo}.

Clearly, L>. C ker peA), and dimL>. = dim W. Consequently, for each A ¢ O'(A) we have
dim W ~ dim ker peA). This implies normrank P ~ n +m - dim W. The inequality (5.12)
then follows from lemma 5.5.
Of course, normrank PA = normrank P if and only if dim ker peA) = dim W for all but
finitely many A, which, in turn, is equivalent to ker peA) = L>. for all but finitely many A,
A ¢ O'(A). We will prove that the latter statement is equivalent to 'R eN.
Let k := dim'R and let AI, ... , Ak be distinct complex numbers, Ai ¢ O'(A), such that
ker P(Ai) = L>.;. There exists F E JRmxn such that (A + BF)'R c 'R, (G2+ D2F)'R = 0
and O'(A + BF I 'R) = PI,,,., Ak}. Let Xl,"" Xk E 'R be corresponding eigenvectors of
A + BF I 'R. Then {XI, ... , Xk} is a basis of'R. We will prove that Xi E N. Indeed,

define Ui := -FXi. Then (::) E ker P(Ai) = L>.;. Since Ui E W, we have BUi E N, so

Xi = (Ad - A)-lBUi EN by A-invariance of N. We conclude that Xi EN so 'R c N.
Conversely, assume that 'R eN. It suffices to show that ker peA) c L>. for all but finitely
many A. Let Abe arbitrary, A¢ O'(A), and Anot a zero of (A, B, G2, D2). Let (:~) E ker peA).

We will prove that XQ E 'R, so Xo EN. Assume that Xo i- O. Let F E JRmxn be such that
Fxo = uo. Then we have (A +BF)xo = AXo and (C2+D2F)XO = O. This implies Xo E V, the
weakly unobservable subspace associated with the system (A, B, G2 , D 2 ). We may assume
that (A +BF)V c V and (G2+D2F)V = 0, so A E O'(A +BF I V). We have assumed that
Ais not a zero. This implies A¢ O'(A +BF I V/ R). But then we must have Xo E'R. This
implies that Xo EN. Now, (AI - A)xo - Buo = 0, so Buo EN. This implies that Uo E W.
For A ¢ O'(A) this then yields XQ E L>.. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0

Proof of theorem 5.1, (iii) and (iv): (iii) We will prove that 1 is not a zero of the
system (AA, BA' G2,A, D2,A) if and only if 0 is not a zero of (A, B, G2, D2) and normrank P =
normrank PA. Clearly, 1 is not a zero of (AA, BA' G2,li, D2,li) if and only if dim VI =
n +m - normrank PA. By (5.6) we have dim VI = n +m - rank P(O) ~ n +m - normrank P,
with strict inequality if and only if 0 is a zero of (A, B, G2, D 2). Combining these facts proves
our claim. The proof of (iii) is then completed by applying lemma 5.6.
(iv) If (A, B, G2 , D 2) is left-invertible, then 'R = O. In that case condition (5.2) is never
satisfied. 0

In order to study the zeros of (AA, EA, GI , 0), consider the system matrix of this system. Let

Q ( ) ._ ( zI - Ali -Eli)
A z .- G

I
0 .

As before, Ais a zero of (AA, EA, GI, 0) if and only if the rank of the complex matrix QA(A)
is less than the normal rank of Qli (see section 2). In order to find out in which points A this
happens, we will study for A E C the subspace

W>. := (im Qli(A»l. c Cn+v.

For all A we have dim W>. = n +p - rank Qli(A). Consequently, for all but finitely many A
we have dim W>. = dl , where

d l := n +p - normrank Qli
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Hence, A is a zero of (Aa,Ea,Ct,O) if and only if dim W>. > dl . The following lemma
calculates for each A the subspace W>., its dimension dim W>., and the number dl . Let
M :=< A J im E >, the reachable subspace of (A, E).

Lemma 5.7 : Let A > O. Then we have

W.\ = (M1. X (Gi)-l M1.) n ker ( AI - AX G[)

dim W>. = dimM1. +dim(Gi)-lM1. - dim«AI - AX)M1. +GlCGi)-l M1.). (5.13)

For all but finitely many A we have dim W>. = d l = dimecn-l M 1., equivalently,

normrank Qa = n +p - dim(G[)-l M1..

Proof: By definition, (;~) E W>. if and only if

(AI- A:?Jxo + G[yo = 0, and x'6Ee:. = o. (5.14)

Since, by definition, im Ea = M, we see that it suffices to show that (5.14) implies that
Yo E (Cn-lM1.. From the fact that M1. is AT-invariant it follows that M1. is AX-invariant,
so G[yo E M1.. The statement (5.13) on the dimension of W>. follows in the same way as the
corresponding statement in the previous lemma.
Now let A be any complex number such that A ¢ <T(A}J. Since M1. is AX-invariant, we then
have (AI - A}JM1. = M1.. Also we have C[(Cn-l M1. C M1. (no equality!). Thus, for such
A we have dim W>. = dim(Cn-l M1.. 0

We are now ready to prove theorem 5.3:

Proof of theorem 5.3: Let A be a zero of (Aa, Ea, Cl , 0). Then we have dim W>. >
dim(Gn-l M1.. Consequently, by (5.13), dim M1. > dim«AI - AX)M1. +ClCGn-l M1.).
In particular this implies that (AI - AX)M1. is a strict subspace of M1., so ker(AI - AX) n
M1. #- O. This subspace is AT-invariant, so there exist J-l and Xo E M1., Xo #- 0, such that
ATXO = J-lXo, AXxo = AXo, and Xo E M1.. Obviously, this implies A = e~A, and J-l is an
uncontrollable eigenvalue of (A, E).
Assume that (A, E, Gl , 0) is right-invertible. Let

be the system matrix. We have normrank Q = n +p. We claim that also normrank Qa =
n + p. Indeed, assume that Yo #- 0 is an element of (Cn- l M1.. For A ¢ <T(AT), define
Xo := -(AI - AT)-lG[yO. Then Xo E M1. and we have (x&, y6')Q(A) = (0 0). Thus, for
all but finitely many Awe have rank Q(A) < n +p, which is a contradiction. Hence we must
have (Gn- l M 1. = O.
It follows that Ais a zero if and only if W>. :I 0. Assume that J-l is an uncontrollable eigenvalue
of (A, E). Then there exists Xo :I 0, Xo E M1., such that x;3AT = J-lXO. define A := elJt!.
Then we have x;3EX =0 and x'J(AI - At!) =O. It follows that (x;) E W>., so Ais a zero of

(Aa,Ea,Gl,O). 0
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(6.1)

6 Performance recovery and convergence of optimal perfor
mance

In this section we study the connection between the 'ordinary' continuous-time H2 problem
and the sampled data H 2 problem. In particular, we are interested in the following questions:

• Suppose that we control the system ~ by means of an internally stabilizing continuous
time compensator f eon , yielding continuous-time H2 performance J:dfeon). Is it possi
ble to recover this performance asymptotically by using a sampled data controller with
sufficiently small sampling period? More precisely, is it true that for all f. > 0 there ex
ists A > 0 and an internally stabilizing sampled data controller f with sampling period
A such that IJy,(feon) - Jy"l1.(r)1 < f.?

• Does the optimal sampled data H 2 performance converge to the optimal continuous-time
H 2 performance as the sampling period A decreases to zero? More precisely, suppose
that J E eon is the optimal continuous-time H2 performance associated with the system
~ and, ~s before, denote the optimal sampled data H2 performance by JE,l1.. Is it true
that liml1.!O JE,l1. = JE,eoD?

The first question above was studied before in [6, theorem 4] using a different definition of
H 2 performance, and for the Hoo performance criterion ([6, theorem 5]). In this section we
will show that both questions have an affirmative answer.
Let ~ be given by (2.2). If the system ~ is controlled by a continuous-time compensator f eon
given by the equations

wet) = kw(t) + Ly(t) ,
u(t) = Mw(t) + Ny(t) ,

with wet) E JR,l., then the associated closed-loop system ~ X f eon is given by

Xe(t) = Aexe(t) + Eey(t) ,
z(t) =Gexe(t) ,

with

( A+BNGI BM) ( E ) ( - - )Ae = LG
I

k' Ee := 0 ,Ge := G2 +D2NGI D2M .

If f eoD is internally stabilizing, Le., O'(Ae ) C C-, then the H2 performance of the closed loop
system ~ x f eon is equal to

Jy,(feon) = tr (EePeE;),

where Pe is the unique solution of the Lyapunov equation

A;Pe +PeAe+G;Ge = O. (6.2)

On the other hand, if the system ~ is controlled by the sampled data controller f = Ht:t.fdisSl1.,
with f dis given by (2.8), then the discrete-time closed loop system ~l1. X f dis is given by the
equations

Xe,k+l = Ae,l1. Xe,k Ee,l1.Yk ,
Zk = Ge,l1.Xe,k ,
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with

H r is internally stabilizing, equivalently lu(Ae,~)1 < 1, then the H2 performance of the
closed-loop system I; x r is given by

JI;,~(f) = ~ 1~ 1~-1J tr (CletA EETetATCi) dtds + ~ tr (Ee,~Pe,~E;'~),

where Pe,~ is the unique solution of the Lyapunov equation

A;4Pe,~Ae,~ - Pe,~ +C;,~Ce,~ = O.

(6.3)

(6.4)

The following theorem shows that our first question above indeed has an affirmative answer:

Theorem 6.1 : Let rcon be an internally stabilizing continuous-time compensator. For any
~ > 0define a discrete-time controller rdis by rdis := S~rconH~, and let r~ := H~rclisS~ be
the corresponding sampled data controller with sampling period ~. Then we have: there exists
Ll l > 0 such that for all Ll E ~ with 0 < Ll < LlI, r~ is internally stabilizing. Furthermore,

Proof: It is easily verifified that rdis := SArconH~ is described by the equations

Wk+l = K~Wk +LAYk ,
Uk = M Wk + N Yk ,

with K~ := eKA , and L~ := Jo~ eKtdtL. Thus we have

A _( AA +BANCl B~M)
e,A - L~Cl K~'

Note that Ae,A -+ I, the (n+l) x (n+l) identity matrix, and that !(Ae,A -1) -+ Ae (Ll L0).
We will now first show that for Ll sufficiently small we have lu(Ae,A)1 < 1. Since Ae is stable,
there exists Q > 0 such that A~Q +QAe < O. Now, note that

~(A~,~QAe,A - Q) = ~ (A~,~ - I)QAe,~ +Q~ (Ae,~ - 1).

Since the righthand term converges to A~Q +QAe < 0, for Ll sufficiently small we have
A;,AQAe,~ - Q < O. This implies that for Ll sufficiently small Ae,~ is stable.
Next we show the convergence of the H 2 performance. For Ll sufficiently small we have
100(Ae,~)1 < 1 so the H2 performance is given by (6.3), with Pe,~ given by the Lyapunov
equation (6.4). We shall prove that Pe,A -+ Pe , the unique solution of (6.2). For any Ll
sufficiently small define a linear map m~ : JRnxn -+ JRnxn by
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(6.5)

Also define a linear map m : JRnxn -+ JRnxn by

m(X):= A;X +XAe.

Note that m and mA are all bijections. We can rewrite mA as

mA(X) = ~ (A;,A - I)XAe,A +X ~ (Ae,A - 1)

Recall that Ae,A -+ I and !(Ae,A - I) -+ Ae. Thus we see that mA -+ m (~ L0). Con
sequently, also m:;l -+ m-1 (~ L0). Obviously, Pe,A = m:;l(-!C;'ACe,A). In addition, it
follows from (2.6) that !C;'ACe,A -+ C~Ce' This implies that Pe,A -+ m-l(C~Ce),which,in
turn, is equal to Pe. By (2.5) we see that !Ee,AE;'A -+ EeE~. Combining these facts we
find that

~ tr (Ee,AE;'APe,A) -+ tr (EeE~Pe).

Finally, it is immediate that

~ lA lA-s tr (CletA EETetATcO dtds -+ 0 ~ L0,

which completes the proof of the theorem.

We now turn to the second question posed above. In order to be able to answer this question,
it is useful to consider this question first for the linear quadratic problem.
For this, consider the system x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), z(t) = C2x(t) + D2u(t). Assume that
(A, B) is stabilizable. For a given static state feedback control law u = Fx and initial state
Xo, the output function is denoted by ZF,:co' The linear quadratic problem is to minimize
for each Xo the cost-functional J(xo, F) := fooo IlzF,:co(t)1I2dt over all F E JRmxn such that
(T(A +BF) C C-. It is well-known (see [9], [19]) that for each Xo the optimal cost

J*(xo) := inf{J(xo, F) IF s.t. (T(A + BF) C C-} = x'!JPxo,

where P is the largest real symmetric solution of the linear matrix inequality

(
ATp+ PAT +CiC2 PB+CiD2 ) > 0

BTP+D~C2 D~D2 -'

We want to compare this 'normal' linear quadratic problem with its sampled data version.
In the following, take a fixed sampling period Ll > O. The sampled data version of the linear
quadratic problem is to do the minimization over all stabilizing sampled data static state
feedback laws. More precisely, For a given F E JRmxn define the sampled data state feedback
control law u = :FAx by u(t) := Fx(k~), (t E [k~, (k + 1)~), k = 0,1,2, ..., or with a
slight abuse of notation: :FA = HAFSA. For a given :FA and initial state xo, denote the
output by Z:F.t>.,:Co' Define the sampled data cost functional in the obvious way and denote it
by J(Xo,:FA)' The control law :FA is called internally stabilizing if for each initial state the
controlled state trajectory x(t) converges to 0 as t -+ 00. The sampled data linear quadratic
problem is to minimize for each Xo J(Xo, :FA) over all internally stabilizing control laws :FA.
Let

JX(xo):= inf{J(xo,:FA) I :FA is internally stabilizing}
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be the optimal cost. If no internally stabilizing :FA exists, we define J';; (xo) := 00 for all xo.
We will briefly explain here how the sampled data linear quadratic can be resolved. Firstly,
note that for any :F!:J. = H!:J.FS!:J. we have

00 l(k+l)!:J.
J(xo,:F!:J.) = L II z.1".:.,xo(t)1I2dt.

k=O k!:J.

Secondly, note that for all t E [k~, (k + 1)~) we have x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), Z.1".:.,xo(t) =
C2x(t) +D 2u(t), with u(t) = Fx(k6). Hence, on the interval [k~, (k +1)~), x and u satisfy

with u(k~) = Fx(k~). Consequently, (:~g) = eA(t-k!:J.) (;~~:d») for t E [k~, (k+l)~), with

A defined by (2.7). Using this, it follows immediately from (2.6) that for t E [k~, (k+ 1)~)we
have Ilz.1".:.,xo(t)1I 2 = "C2,!:J.x(k~)+D2,!:J.Fx(k~)112. Obviously, x(k~») evoluates according to
x«k+l)~)= A!:J.x(k~)+B!:J.Fx(k~). Hence we see that if:F!:J. = H!:J.FS!:J., then J(xo,:F!:J.) =
Lb:o II (C2,!:J. + D2,!:J. F )xkIl2, with Xk+l = (A!:J. + B!:J.F)Xk. It is also easily seen that :F!:J. is
internally stabilizing if and only if IO"(AA +B!:J.F)I < 1. Hence, J';;(xo) < 00 for all Xo if and
only if (A!:J., B!:J.) is stabilizable.
Consequently, we can make the following conclusion: the sampled data linear quadratic pro
blem under consideration is equivalent to the 'normal' discrete-time linear quadratic pro
blem of minimizing for the system Xk+l = A!:J.Xk + B!:J. Uk) the cost functional Jdis(XO, F) :=
Lb:o !I(C2,aXk + D2,aUk11 2 over all F E JRmxn such that 100(Aa + BaF)1 < 1. The latter
problem was discussed in section 2, remark (3.11) and section 3, remark (4.6). By applying
these results to the situation under consideration we can find a characterization of the optimal
cost Jl(xo) of the sampled data linear quadratic problem:

Lemma 6.2 : Let ~ > 0 be such that (Aa, B!:J.) is stabilizable. Then for each Xo we have

J';;(xo) = X'gPAXO,

where P!:J. is the largest real symmetric solution of the algebraic Riccati equation

AlP!:J.Aa - PA +Ci,AC2,A-

(Cj',aD2,a +AlP!:J.BA)(D~,aD2,a + BXP!:J.B!:J.)+(D~,AC2,!:J. + BXPAAA) = 0.(6.6)

We will now show that as ~ L0, the largest real symmetric solution PA of 6.6 converges to
P, the largest real symmetric solution of (6.5). We will prove this by proving that for each
Xo we have J';;(xo) -+ J*(xo). Note that if (A, B) is stabilizable, then for ~ > 0 sufficienly
s.maJl we have that (AA, BA) is stabilizable.

Lemma 6.3 : Assume that (A,B) is stabilizable. Then there exists ~l > 0 such that for all
o < ~ < ~l, for all Xo we have J';;(xo) < 00. For all Xo we have limA!o J';;(xo) = J*(xo).
Also, for all 0 < ~ < ~1I Pa exists and we have lima!O Pa = P.

Proof: First of all note that for each sampling period ~ we have JX(xo) ~ J*(xo) for all
Zo- This can be shown using that, in fact, for each xo,

J*(xo) = inf{ (>0 IIC2x(t) +D2u(t)1I2dt Iu is such that lim x(t) = OJ.h t~oo
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Hence, by taking u to be generated by the internally stabilizing sampled data control law :FA,
it follows from this that J(xo, :FA) ~ J*(xo).
Now, let 6 > O. Let F be such that (T(A + BF) c C- and J(xo, F) < J*(xo) +~. Clearly,
J(xo, F) = xaLxo, where L is the unique solution of the Lyapunov equation

Consider now the sampled data control law :FA = HAFSA. By previous arguments, J(xo, :FA) =
X'gLAXO, where LA is the unique solution of the Lyapunov equation

(AA +BAF)TLA(AA +BAF) - LA + (C2,A +D2,AF)T(C2,A + D2,AF) = O.

Note that AA +BAF - l, i(AA +BAF - l) - A, and i(C2,A +D2,AF)T(C2,A +D2,AF) 
(C2 + D2F)T(C2+ D2F) as ~ 1 O. Using a completely similar argument as in the proof
of theorem (6.1) we derive from this that LA - L, which implies J(xo, :FA) - J(xo, F).
Of course, we also have J*(xo) ~ J~(xo) ~ J(Xo,:FA)' Combining this with J(xo,F) <
J*(xo) + ~, we find that for 6 sufficiently small we have J*(xo) ~ J~(xo) ~ J*(xo) + 6.
Since 6 was arbitrary, this proves the claim. The second statement in the formulation of the
theorem is then immediate. 0

Let J~,con be the optimal continuous-time H2 performance, i.e., the infimum of JE(fcon) over
all internally stabilizing continuous-time compensators (6.1). It was shown in [16] that if
(A, B) is stabilizable and (Cll A) is detectable, then

J~,con = tr (EETP) + tr ((ATP +PA +C'iC2)Q), (6.7)

where P is the largest real symmetric solution of the linear matrix inequality (6.5), and where
Q is the largest real symmetric solution of the dual linear matrix inequality

(6.8)

Let J~,A be the optimal sampled data H2 performance. Our next theorem gives an affirmative
answer to the second question posed in the introduction to this section.

Theorem 6.4 : Let (A,B) be stabilizable and (CllA) be detectable. Then there exists ~1

such that for all 0 < ~ < db J~,A < 00. We have limA!O J~,A = J~,con'

In the remainder of this section we will prove this theorem. First, recall the expression (5.1)
for J~,A' Denote the first term in (5.1) by l(~). Then, under the conditions that (A,B) is
stabilizable and (C1, A) is detectable, we know that for d ¢ .6-

J~,A = led) + ~ tr (EAE'XPA) + ~ tr ((AXPAAA - PA +C'i,AC2,A)QA)

- ~ tr ((DpAN~DQA)(DpAN~DQA)T), (6.9)

where PA is the largest real symmetric solution of (6.6), where Q A is the largest real symmetric
solution of the dual Riccati equation

(6.10)
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and where

N'A = -DPA(Dj;J2DpACPAQAC[(D~J2DQA'

Here, CPA' DpA and DQA are defined by (3.5), (3.4) and (3.7) respectively, with P = PA and
Q = QA. We will prove that Ji,A -+ Ji,con by analyzing the asymptotic behavior of the four
terms appearing in (6.9) seperately:

• It is immediate that the first term, I(Ll), converges to 0 as Lll O.

• From (2.5) it follows that !EAE'J. -+ EET. Since also PA -+ P, we conclude that the
second term, l tr (EAE'J.PA), converges to tr (EETP).

• To prove convergence of the third term, first note that QA -+ Q. This follows immedi
ately by dualizing lemma 6.3. Next, as before, rewrite

~ tr (AXPAAA - PA +C'i,AC2,A)QA)

= ~ (AX - 1)PAAA +PA ~ (AA - 1) + ~C'i,AC2,A. (6.11)

Since l(AA - I) -+ A, AA -+ I, and lCi,AC2,A -+ CiC2, we conclude that the third
term in (6.9) converges to tr (AT P +PA +CiC2).

• In order to complete the proof of theorem 6.4, we should hence prove that the fourth
term in (6.9) converges to 0 as Lll O. This is done in the following lemma:

Lemma 6.5 : l tr «DpAN'ADQA)(DpAN'ADQA)T) -+ 0 as Lll O.

Proof: Rewrite the fourth term in (6.9) as ±IIDpAN'ADQAII2, where for any matrix M,
IIMII denotes the Frobenius norm tr (MMT). Note that if M is a given matrix, then M+ M
and MM+ are orthogonal projectors, so consequently IIMM+II = IIMM+II = rank (M). In
particular this implies that if Mis n x n matrix, then IIMM+II = IIMM+II ~ n. Now make
the fo1k>wing estimates:

~ lI DpAN1:..DQA 11
2

:$ ~ II (DpADt )(Dt DpA)CPA QACiD~A(D~ADQA)112

4 2

:$ m: lICPAQACiD~AII2
4 2

:$ m: lICPA1I2I1QACiD~AII2.

As noted before, Cj;A CPA = AXPAAA-PA+Ci,AC2,A, so ±IICPAII2 -+ tr (ATP+PA+CiC2)
On the other hand, by noting that QA satisfies the Riccati equation (6.10), where AA = eAA

is invertible, we see that

]IQACiD~AW

= tr (QACi(C1QAC1)+C1QA)
= tr (QA - A:;IQAA:;T +A:;l EAE'J.A:;T).

Since QA -+ Q, A:;l -+ I and EAE'J. -+ 0, the latter converges to zero as Lll O. 0
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